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After clocking out of  work, Cassy Morgan, holding a plastic shopping sack 

of  Marlboros in her hand, stepped ankle-deep into the commissary parking lot slush 

of  a mid-winter German afternoon on the day-before-payday. Good thing she had 

boots. 

The commissary today was wall-to-wall grocery shoppers inside and wall-to-wall 

cars in the parking lot, good cover for the handoff  to Bobby, who had the sideline 

business of  retailing the rationed American cigarettes to Germans, tax free, but still 

with a healthy profit margin for himself. Bobby bought the rationed cigarettes from 

non-smokers. Cassy figured that it was no loss to anyone because her rations were 

wasted if  they weren’t used.  In this way she turned her useless rations into Hummel 

and Swarovski crystal figurines.  Win-win for her, for the makers of  the cigarettes, 

and for the makers of  the knickknacks.  She was lucky that she’d shoved her 

shopping cart in front of  that woman who she thought was after those last cartons 

of  Marlboros on the shelf, although maybe the lady was just trying to get through 

the crowd. Whatever. Around military paydays, the shelves emptied quickly so it 

never hurt to insist on your own right of  way. 

Today’s PX-layaway payment would be the last one on her Merry Wanderer 

Hummel figurine – such a cute little boy. She imagined it on the middle shelf  of  the 
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(paid off) living room Schrank, a wall-unit, with shelf-lights illuminating the 

collection. Her mind on the porcelain figures that made famous the sketches of  

Berta Hummel, Cassy stepped out of  the sole empty parking spot into the driving 

lane to cross to the latest spot Bobby used for the drops. 

The tinny blare of  a car horn shocked Cassy. Her head whipped around—a silver 

car, sliding. It’s trunk was coming around to the side.  It loomed at Cassy. Cigarette 

cartons flew. 

 

 

Rousing herself  from mentally double-checking the menu items for tonight’s 

battalion women’s group coffee, Brittany Parker spied an empty parking place, 

flipped on her turn signal, and pressed the car’s accelerator.  An old woman stepped 

out in front of  her. Idiot! Brittany lay on the horn while she punched the brake 

pedal. Her car skewed sideways—which way was she supposed to turn the steering 

wheel? Sliding, sliding, thump. Brittany’s eyes tracked … Marlboro cartons? A 

crunch—twisting metal?—was at odds with the slowing of  the car, as if  something 

dragged at it. 

Damn, damn, damn. She didn’t need any more points off  her license. After that 

last talk with his commanding officer, Jason would hit the roof  this time. 

A man hurriedly splashed through the parking lot towards Brittany as she gingerly 

inserted each foot into the slop in the road. Her Uggs were brand new. The man was 

yelling.  Back up?  How could she back up with that other car smashed into hers? 

Was that cold dampness seeping around Brittany’s toes?  Why hadn’t she used 

that waterproofing spray?  

 

Two hours later Brittany protested as handcuffs bit into her wrists. “It wasn’t my 

fault.  She practically jumped out in front of  me.”   

The military policeman guided her towards his Ford Falcon MP vehicle as the 

ambulance moved off  without sirens, crushing into the slush a sales receipt for 

cigarettes and a scratch-paper list of  ingredients for hot and cold dips. 
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Cover photo by Karissa (Does Not Explain It All) ,  flickr.com, 
Creative Commons license 
 
 
 
Note to story:  On the day before this story was written, I was cut off in traffic by a 
young woman intent on getting into the left turning lane in order to pass me and 
get to the red light before I did.  Although I’d already put on my left-turn signal, 
she shot past me.  Luckily, I’d checked my wing mirror before I pulled over. I saw 
her coming and avoided the collision.   
 
That same day, a friend I’ve known since my husband and I were newlyweds, and 
with whom I’m Facebook friends, commented on my complaint about being cut off 
in traffic.  She said that she’d been subjected to a rude person at the Ft. Hood 
commissary (what the military call their grocery stores). 
 
Coincidentally, on Facebook, the meme to 
the right appeared.  Given my power to 
ruin the fictional lives of those who 
frighten me or who inconvenience my 
friends, I decided to kill off the woman 
who’d personally given my friend a bad 
time—“Cassy”—and to imprison the 
sweet young thing who is apparently one 
of those special people to whom the usual 
rules do not apply—“Brittany.” 
 
This may be toothless revenge, but (I 
think), it’s the safest revenge. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


